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CFUN NEWSLETTER
Recently FBI and Just i ce Department agents hidden out among
a group of negative
minded ps ychopaths have moved into NewArk, to
try to destroy the Committee for Unified NewArk, and stop the
movement of the Congress of African People.
In the classic
move to
splinter
the movement, they have set up here now exactly
as they
group of
set up in Los Angeles before.
A small counterorganizing
grievances
against
"used to be" Kawaida advoc at es, all with mysterious
the organization
and its designated
leadership.
These are presences
that Maulana Karenga spoke constantly
to
against,
tho it would seem, in th e end, they were more dedicated
disruption
than even he suspected.
Which is the reason they were
forced to leave Los Angeles.
Imamu Sukumu in San Diego has also
warned about the agent psychopath group, who come on like disgruntled
advocates,
but whose actual
job is to splinter
the larger
organization,
because it is growing too strong and too influential
nationally.
At this point the counteror ga nizing has focused around two or
three emotionally
disturbed
women, and a couple of "plants"
(ie agent s
who the ag ents are using as "advertisement
s
to provoke the psychopaths)t
for polygamy" the flesh blandishment
for "recruitment",
for strays,
thereby trying to siphon off the Committee's
energies.
The group is composed of psychopaths
and agents.
The agents
" p,laying" the psychopaths
like flutes.
A love-hate
relationship
exi s ts among the psychopaths,
who are the classic
"Destroyers"
a s the
doctrine
points out, because they can no longer stand the concept of
organization
or the discipline
and selfsacrifice
of actually
being
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organized,
thou gh at the same time, and this is critical,
they might
be obsessed with the idea that only they, because they were in Los
Angeles sucking ener gy from Maulana Karenga, have the hole card on ·
how to organiz e , and what an or ga niz ation needs.
At this point the p arasit es feed on our warmth and energy,
exist only as a shadow
huddling
at Soul Sessions,
Ka ramus, and actually
to advocates
to reality.
And this article
is merely a notification
and close friends
of CFUN and CAP, just what is happening!
It is no coincidence
that in every major movement in America,
black people have been split
into opposing factions,
so that the
basic message and dynamic of the main body is diluted
and distorted.
It happened to the muslims, panthers,
republic
of new africa,
and
it h~ppened in Los Angeles to the us organization,
but
young lords,
it will not happen in NewArk.
Already one of the psychopathic
females who is ready to testify
against
Maulan a Karenga in court has come to NewArk. And it is well
known under what kind of frem~ied duress some of the faces we now s'3e
around NewArk h.J.d to leave Los Angeles.
The internal
conflict
and
dissolution
that whittled
away at the leadership
of the us organization
will not be allowed to take hold here.
It is the duty of every trteadvocate
of Kawaida, and Pan African
creeps who feel
Nationalism,
to expose at oncE! the murky, degenerate
they have no allegiance
to any community but their
own sick desires.
We have to isolate
these degener ates and dry up their sinkhole.
Be wary of the constant
complainer,
especially
against
organization
and leadership.
Be wary of the know it all, who is so weak that he can only~
organization
but is opposed to being in one
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Be wary-of the flesh freaks who try to make adultery
and
reefers
"part of the doctrine"
Be wary of those who sow the seed of division
in the organization,
and would put advocate against
officer,
or brothers
against
sisters.
Be wary of individuals
who are telling
you how much they know,
and how much more they know than the officers
and leadership
of the
organization.
Find out what have they contributed
to the black nation?
Ask What Are They Doing???
Speak directly
to brothers
and sisters
you think are cocking
group, (usually
flesh is the way to
an ear to the agent-psychopath
the weakest people),
and pull their coat.
Report divisive
moves and jive raps to designated
officers.
In other words, as we move to become even more important
to
black people all over the world, Uncle Creep will send his "hitmen"
and their psychopathic
campfollowers
to split
us up and confuse us.
But it wont happen in the New Ark.
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